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WILKO SEVEN DAY WORKING – COLLECTIVE CONSULTATION
Sunday Working
Contrary to a management briefing that went out recently, GMB has not agreed any changes to Sunday working
arrangements. We raised this immediately with management who have agreed to correct and re-brief team
members.
Wilko propose to move to 7 day deliveries and rota Sunday working. Wilko say “where a store does not have any
current issues with covering Sunday shifts, and all hours are able to be covered appropriately across the week
then no changes will be required at this time”
Worried and angry GMB members have been contacting us about these proposals. We’ve raised team members
concerns about losing hours because they want to exercise their Sunday opt out rights.
GMB supports the Sunday opt out right and for team members to retain their contractual hours and pay. We’re
getting a legal opinion on management’s proposals and we will keep you updated.
Night Shifts
As part of the management proposals to move to 7 day working, Wilko want to remove the night shift in some
stores. The number of stores affected has reduced during the GMB collective consultations meetings from 44 to
32 stores. The latest stores removed are Castle Douglas, Ashington, Ashby, Erith, North Shields, Chester, and
Aylesbury.
During the first two collective consultation meetings we’ve raised the following points on behalf of team members.
Wilko has confirmed there will be a recruitment freeze on all permanent vacancies.
If a team member is redeployed we want their contractual hours to be protected; Wilko management are going to
come back to us on this and on Pay Protection.
Redundancy payments will be based on the best of; last 12 months average, last 12 weeks or contractual hours.
Redundancy quotes should be available during the first one to one meetings.
Payment in lieu of notice (PILON) will be considered on a case by case basis.
If a team member takes redundancy management has confirmed they will be able to retain their discount card for
12 months.
The collective consultation meetings are taking place weekly and GMB wants to influence and put counter
proposals to management.
Please contact your local GMB rep, convenor or regional organiser for advice, representation and importantly to
have your say, so we can put counter proposals to the company.
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